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Full name: …………………………… Class: 1MS……

I-Reading comprehension (07pts)

Task one: I read the text then I circle the right answer: (02pts)

� Karenna is ……………. years old.              
a- Nine b- Eleven c- Ten

� Karenna is from :

Task Two: I read and fill in the table: (03 pts

First    
Name 

Family
Name  

Age Country City Job Middle School

Kareena ………... …… ……….... ……………... …..… …………………………

Task Three: I find in the text synonyms of the following words (2pts)

Town =…………...                       glad =…………...

Hello, my name is Karenna Kaboor. I am 11 years old. I am
from India and I live in Bombay city. I am a pupil at Indian 
Land Middle School. My father is Muhammed, he is 45 and my 
mother is Shanaya, she is 40. Sara is my sister and Rahool is my 
brother. Loulou is my cat. I love my family. Nice to meet you.
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II-MASTERY OF LANGUAGE

Task one: I cross (X) the odd word out: (03pts)

Blue Red Pen Ruler            grandfather Hello

Black   Sunday                      June schoolbag                    Uncle   Grandmother          

Task two: I write the name of each family member: (02pts)

1/…………..        2/ ………………         3/……….…....        4/……………….

Task three: I put the words in the right sound:     (Monday - Is – Sister – My)    (2pts)                           

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                          DDear Karenna, 

HELLO,……………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………..…………………………….………
……………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………….
..………............……………………………………………………………………. 

III-Situation of Integration: Your friend Karenna wants to know about you.
Write a letter to your pen-pal and introduce yourself using the following points:
[Full name- Age – Country –City –Job –School] (06pt)                
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